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Norwegian Knitting Designs
Jorid Linvik's Big Book of Knitted Mittens
I've read the book. It is the best knitting pattern history tradition instruction book
that has been published in Norway and perhaps in the world! Wonderfully rich,
neat and diverse! Annemor Sundbø (author of Norwegian Mittens and Gloves
published by Trafalgar Square Books in 2011, sold over 7000 copies)

Paper to Petal
Handknits from Norway
This contemporary collection of wraps showcases the work of 18 knitwear
designers that include Lily Chin, Nicky Epstein, and Jo Sharp. The designs for these
ponchos, capes, stoles, and capelets vary from simple to challenging and explore
shape and silhouette possibilities in a host of techniques, including stitch patterns,
color work, lace, beads, crochet, and felt. A glossary is provided, containing all the
information necessary for even a novice knitter to successfully create one-of-a-kind
fashions. The book also includes an in-depth section on designing and
embellishing, making it a companion for future creativity. All knitters and
crocheters, from the most demanding to those just embarking upon larger
projects, will be inspired by these stylish designs that stretch the definition of a
poncho.

Fair Isle and Nordic Knits
Discover beautiful knitting patterns that incorporate both twined and stranded
knitting. Instructions are given for casting on at the heel and working toward the
toe for excellent fit; options include removable felted insoles for even greater
comfort Both women's and men's knitting patterns included--perfect for gifts
Patterns feature a mix of traditional Scandinavian designs and modern variations
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A Collection of Children's Poems
Norwegian Knitting Designs
"Solveig Hisdal is not only aware of the knowledge housed in Norway's museums,
she has also learned how to use it. She has visited museums throughout the
country, searching eagerly for the treasures that her ancestors left behind. She has
found textiles, chests, cabinets and old folk costumes that have later become her
greatest source of inspiration. This book is a result of her quest, and it shows how
the creativity of the past has inspired her to make beautiful knitted designs. It
contains wonderful knitting ideas for almost all occasions, from a child's
christening outfit to an exquisite, knitted bridal cardigan with beads and silk.
Whether you wish to be inspired by the beautiful pictures, or knit some of the
outfits -- enjoy the book!"--P. [4] of cover.

Poetry in Stitches
Fiona Goble learnt to knit as a child, but she knows what it's like to be starting
out—you have the yarn, you've bought the needles, but when you look at a knitting
pattern, it all seems like gobbledygook. "Learn to Knit" will help you learn the basic
stitches and how to read a pattern, as well as some simple techniques such as
casting on and binding off, and increasing and decreasing. But once you've tried
those, you'll want to actually make something. To make that simple, Fiona Goble
has gathered together 25 great projects for you to try, all using only the stitches
and techniques that you have just learned about. There are chunky scarves and
cowls that knit up really quickly using big needles, beanies and bobble hats that
can be made in a weekend, and bunting and a pillow cover that even a novice can
knit in no time. So put those new skills to use and create a whole range of fantastic
things to wear or for the home—once you start knitting, you won't want to stop.

Elizabeth Zimmermann's Knitting Workshop
Looks at the history of selbu knitting and provides instructions and patterns for
creating a variety of mittens and gloves.

Making Cushions & Pillows
The beloved original collection--now in paperback! There are two sides to every
story, and a pair of cozy, comfortable, colorful mittens is a clever and playful way
to share them. Scandinavian knitwear designer Jorid Linvik's 45 creative, doublesided mitten patterns--re-released in paperback--charm from the front and the
back, keeping your fingers warm, a smile on your face, and all kinds of fun coming
your way! Inside, find: Basics for planning, sizing, and making your own fabulous
two-sided mittens. An incredible selection of pre-charted patterns, plus a spare
chart where you can let your imagination fill in the blanks. Dozens of delightful
designs in multiple sizes, for children and adults. Something for everyone--the
romantic and the traditionalist, the cat lover and the rock star, the quiet thinker
and the expressive storyteller. Vivid, full-color photographs, and hints, tips, and
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tricks that make mitten-knitting a snap.

Wrap Style
I Can't Believe I'm Fair Isle Knitting
In this best-selling knitting guide, Betsy Lee McCarthy offers 17 classic sock
patterns guaranteed to keep your feet stylishly warm. Choosing the right material
for your project is made easy with plenty of helpful advice on the qualities of
different yarns, including what feels best, what holds its shape, and what really
lasts. You can also take advantage of fiber substitution charts and make your own
creative variations on these timeless patterns. Slip your toes into one comfortable
and cozy knit masterpiece after another.

Mittens of Latvia: 178 Traditional Designs to Knit
Selbuvotter
Easy Fairisle Knits
Welcome to Low Ash's wonderful world of poems and become enthralled by these
phenomenal pieces of writing. Take a step into a scary land full of witches; travel
back in time and experience what life was like in the Victorian era; or even follow
us into a universe where sweets grow on trees! You can enjoy all this in our
wonderful collection of poems. all written by the children of Low Ash.

Knitting Scandinavian Slippers and Socks
Provides instructions, patterns, and illustrations for knitting projects of Norwegian
mittens and gloves, along with an overview of the handicraft's history, common
motifs, and techniques.

Twined Knitting
The Shetland Trader-Book One
New and updated edition of the popular book on knitting over 30 contemporary
designs inspired by traditional Scandinavian patterns, compiled and edited by
Margarethe Finseth, designer and brand manager at House of Yarn, Norway. New
and updated edition of the popular book on knitting over 30 contemporary designs
inspired by traditional Scandinavian patterns compiled and edited by Margarethe
Finseth, designer and brand manager at House of Yarn, Norway. Handknitting
allows the designer an unbounded freedom to create a completely personal
expression of their art through the use of colour, embellishments, structure and
styling, using only knitting needles and skeins of yarn. In this beautiful book,
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previously published as Norsk Strikkedesign, a selection of Norway's foremost
knitting designers present over thirty beautiful and unique knitted garments and
accessories, all using classic Norwegian-spun wool yarns and based on traditional
Norwegian folk patterns. At the beginning of each collection, meet the high-profiled
designers who have worked for the Norwegian knitwear industry and created
award-winning collections. Each of their creations is accompanied by stunning
photographs of the items as well as the countryside that inspired them. All the
pieces include information on the materials used, as well as pattern charts and
detailed instructions. In addition, advice is provided on washing and caring for your
garments to ensure your knitted design has the perfect, professional finish. This
book presents the very best of contemporary Norwegian knitwear design, drawing
on its traditional roots and planting it firmly in the twenty-first century. Previous
edition published as Norwegian Knitting Designs: A Collection from Norway's
Foremost Knitting Designers (ISBN 9781844486861).

Thrown Together
Shares step-by-step instructions for making dozens of sophisticated paper flowers,
outlining creative projects ranging from wristlets and bookmarks to wreaths and a
Mary Poppins-inspired flower.

Everyday Knitting
This reference provides a full history of hand knitting by tracing the development
and refinement of the craft. With special attention to the social aspects of knitting,
it examines the changes in tools and techniques within different regions. Examined
in detail are the history of European knitting before 1500, knitting in Britain from
Henry VIII to the Commonwealth, from the Restoration to 1835, during the 19th
century, and during World War I and after. Further explorations consider local
traditions in the British Isles, knitting as practiced east of the Adriatic, and
developments in the Americas. Absorbing reading for knitters and nonknitters
alike, this book also defines knitting in relation to other yarn crafts such as crochet
and nalbinding and offers a historical glossary and a transcription of the earliest
known English knitting pattern.

Knitting Sweaters
Finally, a fully illustrated, step-by-step knitting book that melds classic
Scandinavian knitting patterns with the latest Norwegian designs! Traditional,
quintessentially Norwegian favorites like the Setesdal and Marius sweaters rub
shoulders with funky modern tunics and chic berets. This book includes dozens of
designs for all kinds of knitted clothes and accessories: vests, jackets, dresses,
gloves, scarves, socks, and much more. The wide range of possibilities and rich
selection of patterns are sure to delight knitters of all tastes-whether you're looking
for colorful, casual comfort, or just want to keep warm all winter long!

Knit Socks!
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Knitting Selbu Mittens
The History of Hand Knitting
Richly illustrated with photos, charts, and drawings, this guide features more than
100 patterns for children's and adults' sweaters, jackets, caps, mittens, stockings,
and shawls. Includes suggestions for adaptations to individual tastes.

AlterKnit Stitch Dictionary
Presents step-by-step instructions and patterns for six Fair Isle knitting projects for
hats and a garden cowl.

Learn to Knit
Give yourself a treat with Martin Storey's collection of contemporary simplified
fairisle designs. Choose from 14 designs from hats, socks, scarves and cushions
plus a slipover, bag, throw and garland - all with only two colours in a row.

Knitting in the Nordic Tradition
Beautiful and historic African carpets, baskets, and other textiles provide the
design inspiration for these 16 sophisticated knitted cardigans, pullovers, and
sweater vests. Intended for seasoned knitters, these projects use domino, double
knitting, entrelac, intarsia, and stranded two-color techniques worked in fingeringweight yarns. The Shoowa Vest, the African Domino Pullover, and the Arrowheads
Cropped Pullover show off fancy stitching, while other designs feature colors
borrowed from the mud-dried fabrics of Mali, the block patterns of Ghana, or motifs
from Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Zaire, and Zimbabwe. African animals decorate the
Giraffe Vest and Zebra Cardigan, and elsewhere leaping antelope and birds in flight
are used in repeating patterns. Full instructions and charted patterns for at least
two adult sizes are provided for each design and high-quality photographs of the
finished pieces showcase these classic additions to any wardrobe.

KNITS ABOUT WINTER.
Stitching a sweater is a rite of passage for knitters. It means your skills are
advanced enough that you can read and follow a pattern, understand the shaping
and sizing involved, and have the stamina to actually finish the project. But finding
sweater patterns that aren't boxy, ugly, or outdated can be a challenge, and even
then, the directions are often so complicated and confusing knitters don't even
want to cast on. Idiot's Guides: Knitting Sweaters is a clear and colorful guide that
offers 20 chic and stylish patterns for knitting pullovers, cardigans, shrugs, and
more, all featuring easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and hundreds of
inspirational color photos. In it, you get: + 20 stylish sweater patterns for various
skill levels, from newer knitters to more experienced stitchers. + Tips for
understanding yarn weights, choosing the best yarn for a sweater, and calculating
how much is needed. + Easy advice on shaping and sizing for the most figurePage 5/7
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flattering finished sweaters. + Pointers on casting on, binding off, assembly, and
finishing techniques. + Lessons on stitching sleeves, necklines, collars, hoods,
pockets, and more. + Guidance on reading charts, understanding gauge, and
avoiding common pitfalls. + Adorable sweater patterns for babies, toddlers, and
children. + Fun and funky, sophisticated, and cozy classic sweaters for women. +
Masculine patterns for pullovers and jackets for men.

Knitting Out of Africa
Transform your home in an instant with these contemporary cushion designs. From
colourful crocheted designs and knitted intarsia motifs to cross stitch and
embroidered details, use an assortment of different techniques to create cushions
to suit your living space.

Colours of Shetland
Learn to knit the Nordic way. From Shetland to the Faroe Islands, Norway and
beyond, there is a shared tradition of knitting intricate patterns in colors that
combine and contrast. Whether you have been inspired by watching Danish
dramas or you are fascinated by the intricate geometric patterns of Fair Isle, there
are designs here that will make you want to pick up your needles and get knitting.
Garments include a tank top with a vintage feel, an adorable cardigan for a baby,
and a Nordic-style yoked sweater. For the home, there's a cafetiere cosy, a chunky
cushion cover, and more. There's also a baby blanket that would make a perfect
gift, and a lined cover for your e-reader. With full color charts for all patterns, and a
techniques section to explain essential Fair-Isle knitting skills, you will have
everything you need to know.

Norwegian Mittens and Gloves
200 new motifs for stranded colorwork in non-traditional charts derived from
graphic design elements. Includes sections on choosing colors, working floats,
reading charts, and five projects utilizing modern motifs.
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